Path planning for multi-vehicle multi-target pursuit (MVMTP) is studied in this paper. With respect to equal number of vehicles and obstacles, a global cost function (GCF) is proposed and an optimal one-vehicle-one-targetpair appointment is specified based on the GCF. The artificial potential (AP)-guided evolutionary algorithm (EA) is used by each appointed pair to search the path that will allow the vehicle to catch the target at a specified criterion while avoiding obstacles. Both the targets and obstacles are moving in the environment, and the pair appointment can be updated regularly according to the snapshot of the uncertain environment. The integration of AP into EA is intended to achieve a convergent, fast and efficient trajectory searching mechanism that can be installed in real time.
Introduction
With respect to equal number of vehicles and targets, path planning for multi-vehicle multi-target pursuit is defined as: given N vehicles and N targets that are moving, plan N trajectories that will allow each of the N vehicles to catch one of the N targets at a specified performance criterion while avoiding obstacles in the uncertain environment. The challenging issues involved in this problem are: a) Optimal vehicle-target assignment, i.e., how to dynamically assign vehicle-target-pair in order to get an "optimal group behavior" under dynamic situation. b) Optimal trajectory, i.e., how to plan the path inside each vehicle-target pair to get the optimal trajectory within the constraints of distance, time, vehicle dynamics, etc. c) Uncertain environment, i.e., both the target and the obstacles are moving, and the vehicle ability may be changed (damaged).
d) Real time implementation for autonomous vehicles.
Path planning techniques use artificial potentials [1, 2] or stream functions [3] that can handle both dynamic goal and obstacle in a relatively simple manner. But how artificial potentials can be used for multi-vehicle multi-target problem is still an open issue. Evolutionary path planning, on the other hand, has been proposed in [5] and was further studied by B. Capozzi [6, 7] . By investigating that the pure EA path planning based on random searching mechanisms would typically suffer from poor-efficient and divergence cases, the AP-guided EA-based path planning algorithm was proposed and tested with respect to one vehicle pursuing one dynamic target in [8] . The integration of AP into EA is intended to achieve a convergent, fast and efficient trajectory search mechanism that supports real time installation.
In this paper, a global-cost-function is proposed, and one-vehicle-one-target appointment is made dynamically and optimally by minimizing this GCF value. After the vehicle-target-pair assignment, the multi-vehicle multitarget problem is reduced to a number of one-vehicleone-target problems, and the AP-guided EA approach is then used for planning the path for each of the appointed pairs. Simulations are conducted and the performance of the proposed approach is demonstrated by comparison between the AP-guided EA-based path plan and those of pure EA one under the same target-obstacle situations. The APEA path plan under non-homologous targets and vehicles is also demonstrated.
multi-vehicle multi-target case is how to build the one-vehicle-one-target assignment in real time while meeting some optimal criteria. A global cost function (GCF) is proposed here and a selection mechanism is developed based on this GCF for the determination of the vehicle-target-pairs.
Let
, and be the number of vehicles, targets and obstacles respectively, the GCF is proposed as: 
where, and are the position vectors of V-i and T-j respectively. 
where is the position of obstacle-k, and
is the minimum distance between obstacle-k and the line connected V-i and T-j (see Fig.1 for a 2-D example) . is set to zero if the point is outside the circular envelop of , which means that such an obstacle will not influence the straight trajectory even though it might be very closed to the line-(for example, the obstacle at in Fig.1 ). The element of further modifies in the case such as the obstacle at , which should not influence the path much although it is closed to the line-, because it is far from the vehicle. Actually, the in Eq.1 indicates the time possibly needed by vehicle-i to pursue target-j, and the 'extended distance' consists the linear distance, the angle distance, as well as the possible obstacle avoidance between V-i and T-j. Eq.3 shows that if the maximum vehicle velocity is smaller than the target velocity, the resulted cost value will be infinity, which means that there is no way for this vehicle to catch the target. ,  ;  ,  ,   ;  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,   ;  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,   2  3  3  2  1  1  6  3  3  2  2  1  1  5   3  3  1  2  2  1  4  1  3  3  2  2  1  3   2  3  1  2  3  1  2  1  3  2  2  3 
A cost value set can be calculated relative to , namely, 
and the cost value is calculated by Eq.1.
ij f
The maximum value of set is defined as a vector 
The optimal assignment can be selected based on chose r chose , where
This selection mechanism is called 'minimize maximum pursuit time', which means minimizing the maximum pursuit time with respect to the whole group instead of a single vehicle-target pair. It is optimal relative to all of the vehicle-target combinations and the cost function of Eq.1.
Evolutionary Path Plan guided by Artificial Potential
The multi-vehicle multi-target problem has been reduced to N pairs of single-vehicle-single-target-pursuit by the proposed GCF. The AP-guided EA method for target pursuit in [8] can then be utilized by each vehicle to search its path. In this section we give a brief description of the AP-guided EA method.
Evolutionary Path Plan for MVMTP
Definitions M: the number of instruction-list, each instruction-list is a series of the behavior codes. 2) Generate a set of M instruction lists, each with a fixed length. Each instruction in each list is a random behavior code. In this paper, the codes are defined as [6] : B1 ---no change, B2 ---change velocity only, B3 ---change direction only, B4 ---change both velocity and direction.
3) Set offspring counter, . and identify if the target can be caught, i.e.,
where X g is the target position and is a positive constant as a tolerable margin.
10) If Eq.13 is not met, , go to step-2).
Otherwise, the current task is finished.
g g t t
Path plan routine for MVMTP (R-PP): 1) Set generation time t g =1. 2) Vehicle-target assignment routine, including cost value calculation (Eq.1), optimal assignment (Eq.8-11). 3) EA search routine for each assignment pair (R-EA). 4) Target-j already being caught by vehicle-i? remove T-j and V-i from the group, and N=N-1.
5) Still have targets left?
, go to step-2) until all targets are caught.
Artificial Potential Guided EA Search
In order to complete the above EA search routine, the map operator in R-EA-step5 and the cost function in R-EA-step-6 have to be further determined. Using Eq.14, 15 and 16, all of the 2M instruction-lists can be mapped into trajectories. In this paper, the cost function is designed as:
where P i is the i-th trajectory inside the current (t g ) 
and U is designed as
where X g is the target location.
The guidance of the artificial potential to EA searching occurs at the mapping stage, i.e., instead of Eq.4 and 5, the velocity is updated according to the designed potential as:
If there is an instruction of Change Velocity Only, then 
Simulation Results
The baseline simulation demonstrated here includes three vehicles, three moving targets and three moving obstacles in 2-D environment. The position of the obstacles, and both the position and the velocity of the targets at time t=t g are assumed to know by an estimation technique [9] . But, the trajectories at t>t g are unknown to the vehicles.
It should be noted here that the EA-based algorithm has the ability to pursue the target with any trajectory, and also to avoid any obstacles. But, in order to keep all the simulations consistent and to compare the path planning performance with respect to different situations, the targets and the obstacles are defined as sine trajectories of Eq.23 and 24. More general target trajectories can easily be evaluated.
where the subscript i indicates that is the i-th target or obstacle, (x, y) is the 2-D position, t g =1,2,… is the  generation time, a i , b i , c i , d i , d ot-x and d ot-y are constants.  Fig.2 demonstrates the initial situation and an example of target and obstacle trajectory.
The EA-related parameters in the simulations are set as
(a) (b) Fig.2 Vehicles, targets and obstacles in the simulations (a) initial positions at t g =0, (b) an example of target and obstacle trajectories till t g =10.
Performance Comparison Between AP-
Guided-EA and Pure EA
The performance of AP-guided EA path planning is compared with that of the conventional EA-based one with respect to the same situation (target-obstacle-trajectory).
The constants in Eq.23 and 24 are defined as: Then, each of the vehicles searches its path using the proposed AP-guided EA or conventional EA while avoiding obstacles. The pair-appointments are updated at each generation step based on the current environment.
In Fig.3  1 and 4 , the red line presents the result of pure-EA and the blue line is that of the guided-EA, and followings can be concluded from these two figures: a) Failed cases are almost removed after AP-guidance except the very low offspring number (1 and 2).
b) Catch time is reduced ~30% after AP-guidance (Vehicle-1: 12 to 9, Vehicle-2: 12 to 8, Vehicle-3: 14 to 10). c) Path length is reduced ~20% after AP-guidance (Vehicle-1: 3000 to 2500, Vehicle-2: 3000 to 2200, Vehicle-3: 3500 to 2800).
d) Path angle is reduced ~40% after AP-guidance (Vehicle-1: 7.5 to 4, Vehicle-2: 8 to 3, Vehicle-3: 9 to 6).
e) Obstacle costs are almost the same with and without AP-guidance, which indicates that the obstacle avoidance performance is similar between the results with and with out AP-guidance. V 3 -T 1 } is selected, and {V 1 -T 2 , V 2 -T 3 , V 3 -T 1 } is chosen at t g =8, both of which meet the above principle.
Conclusion
A global cost function has been proposed for one-vehicleone-target-pair assignment in a multi-vehicle multi-target pursuit system. The assignment can be updated dynamically according to the snapshot of current environment, i.e., the distribution of vehicles, targets and targets. Based on the pair assignment, the MVMTP problem has been reduced to a number of one-vehicleone-target pursuit problems with multi-obstacles. The AP-guided EA has been used to search the path for each vehicle-target pair. The GCF-based pair assignment is optimal with respect to the selection criterion, and the AP-guidance EA path plan is optimal with respect to the cost function and the searched area. Simulation results demonstrate that the catch time, the path length and angle change are reduced by ~30%, ~20% and ~40% respectively by the guided-EA path planning while the obstacle cost are almost kept the same. More important, failed cases are almost removed after AP-guidance except the very low offspring number. Also the proposed approach successfully handles the non-homologous situations. 
